IT'S BEEN HAPPENING ALL ALONG....

Here is a very small list of published papers from the Weather Modification Assoc. You can download the complete list on this site under DOWNLOADABLE REPORTS on homepage.

- Chaff-Tagging for Tracking Cloud Evolution, pub 1998
- "High Level Atmospheric Program For The New Millenium"
- Cloud Seeding in Australia 1946, 47, 1951
- "Cloud Seeding Belgian Congo 1949"

http://homepage.mac.com/carolepellatt/weathermod/PhotoAlbum299.html
"Artificial Rainmaking In Kansas" 1969

"Trace Silver Analysis in Waters" 1970

"Weather Modification Reports" 1972-73

"Seeding Cumulus Clouds in Rhodesia w/Silver Iodide 1968-69"

"Acidic Cloud Episodes In The Colorado"

"The Stimulation of Rain in Yugoslavia"

http://homepage.mac.com/carolepellatt/weathermod/PhotoAlbum299.html
Rockies"

"7 Year Continuous Seeding On The French Atlantic Coast" 1969

Impacts of Urban Modified Precip. on Man's Activities 1977

Rain Modification By Cloud Seeding In The Persian Gulf" 1977

"Increases In Silver Iodide From Ground Generators" Alberta Ca
Hail Suppression of The Hudson Valley 1956-57

Cloud Seeding Of Mexico City 1974-76

"Ground Based Salt Seeding India 1973-'77

"Weather Modification In Southeast Asia 1966-72"

Cloud Seeding In Chile" Pub. 1982

"South Dakota Seeding Evaluations 1965-1971"
"The Airborne Seeding of 6 Tornadoes"
pub. 1972

"Anti Hail Campaign In Argentina"
pub. 1974

"Artificial Production of Rain In Israel"
1974

"The Effect Of Ozone On Lead & Silver Iodide"
pub 1974

"The Kenya Hail Suppression Program"
pub 1974

"Seeding Clouds Using Pyrotechnic Cartridges 1973-74"
"Comparative Characterizations Of Ice Nuclei Ability by AgI Aerosols"
"The NOAA Atmospheric Modification Program" pub 2005

"Black Clouds & Silver Iodide and Public Safety" 1991
"2031. A Look Into The Future Of Weather Modification"

"Cloud Seeding In California"
"Characteristics of Aerially Released AgI Plumes In Alberta" pub 1990
"Rapid Ice Nucleation by Acetone Silver Generator Aerosols"

"On The Possibility Of Weather Mod. By Aircraft Contrails" pub 1970

So, you still think nothing's going on up there?....

THINK AGAIN!!! (From "Current Weather Modification In California")
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